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ARIES 2.0

Aries 2.0 is ideal especially for who wants to take extreme care of the clients’
cars, a car-dealer for example. Customizable by a wide range of accessories,
the Aries 2.0 perfectly fits your goals. Not always, expensive means better.
Aries 2.0 is the entry-level in the Ceccato range that summarizes three
important values: flexibility in the configuration, easy to operate and
maintain, inexpensive.
Aries 2.0 guarantees an exceptional relationship between quality and price
thanks to the lowest maintenance costs on the market and to the extremely
high reliability.
WASHING PERFORMANCE ARIES 2.0
Profitable starting from
300 washes/month up to 1200 washes/month
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MAIN ACCESSORIES
DRYING SYSTEM
The dryers are operated by a simple support and they prove to be
very quiet because developed to move a big volume of air at very low
rounds per minute. The effectiveness of this drying system, related to
the productivity required from this machine, enables a very good
drying quality even with only two dryers. This brings less energy
consumption and less noise pollution.

WHEELWASHER SYSTEM
The wheelwasher is built inside a plastic designed carter in which,
beside giving to the machine a better and more attention grabbing
look, preserves the mechanic parts from external factors and
eventual damages.

PRE-WASHING SYSTEM
The pre-washing system is operated by the usage of arches with
nozzles, in which emollients and water are sprayed at medium
pressure. The arches are embedded in the structure of the machine
and hidden by pre-galvanized and powder coated plates.

BRUSHES MOVEMENT
The movement and the control of the brushes are operated by a SWING
system, developed and patented by Ceccato. This system is known for
its combination of price, performance and maintenance simplicity.

ROBO WASH
The Robo Wash is a rotating nozzle installed in both sides of the
machine near the wheelwaher. The water sprayed in high pressure
helps to remove the dirt on the lower part of the car but especially
in the wheel cavity.

POSSIBILITY TO INSTALL FOAM TECH BRUSHES
GANTRY STRUCTURE HOT DEEP GALVANIZED
DOUBLE TWIRLING SYSTEM

TECHNICAL DATA
The machine can be equipped with these brushes: POLYETHYLENE and FOAM TECH

mod. 285

3660*

3960*

Width without wheelwasher

3380*

3680*

Length

1600*

1608*

Height

3130

3585

2800/(2500)

3100/(2800)

2040

2340

Max vehicle height

2350

2800

Washing width

2400

2700

Rails gauge
Max vehicle width

* without splashguards, with still brushes
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mod. 240
Width with wheelwasher
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Dimensions
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Technical data are subject to variations; the Manufacturer reserves the right to update the documentation, without any obligation to inform
the customer about the changes. Pictures are not binding – for information only – subject to technical changes without prior notice.
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